e-Business Cloud:
ERP Integration
With Amalto, you can connect your ERP
to the bigger picture to reduce manual
workload and streamline your processes. The
e-Business Cloud facilitates the exchange of
all electronic documents between your ERP
and all your Trading Partners, automating key
processes such as sales order entry, Accounts
Receivable, Logistics, and more. After a onetime setup, master data can be synchronized
and transactional data exchanged between
your ERP, your private e-Business Cloud and
your Trading Partners (or any external system),
speeding up all your important business
processes — without burdening your IT
department.

Integrate Your Way
Integrations between your internal systems
(ERP, accounting software, CRM solution,
etc.) and Amalto’s fully managed e-Business
Cloud can be:
Asynchronous / batch
Leveraging any
type of structured
format (XML, CSV,
TXT, proprietary,
IDoc, Excel, etc.
Synchronous / real-time
API calls
Web service calls

Easily Integrate with Popular Solutions

Don’t see your business software application listed? No worries.
Contact us and together we can work to develop the right connector.

Using any
transport /
communication
protocol

Direct integration
to the underlying
database

Electronic Document Exchange
Send & receive electronic documents
(+ related attachments) in virtually any
structured format.
XML (proprietary or from a business
document library like CIDEX, cXML, GLog
XML, OAG XML, PIDX, UBL, xCBL, etc.)
EDI (ANSI X12,
EDIFACT, etc.)
TXT
CSV

JSON
SAP iDoc
Excel

Types of Documents Supported:
Quote
Purchase Orders and Change Orders
PO Confirmations
Advance Shipping Notices
Field Tickets
Invoices
Invoice Responses
And more!

Send & Receive Electronic Documents Via:
AS2

FTPS

HTTPS

SMTP (email)

RNIF

And more!

SFTP

The e-Business Cloud is fully managed:
Amalto performs implementation per your
requirements and, once live, provides proactive support and monitoring as well as
application management.

Features & Benefits:
The Amalto fully-managed e-Business Cloud:
Easily integrates with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications, billing software, field
service solutions, databases, CRM solutions and any type of enterprise or accounting system.
Possesses integration and workflow functions that are independent of ERP systems, providing
flexible integration options should you need to connect with multiple applications used by
different subsidiaries or departments.

Integrate Amalto with your ERP and experience:
Costs reduction (less IT)

Less rejections

Data accuracy (less errors)

Improved Visibility

Increased Productivity

Seamless Integration with Amalto Products
By integrating with your ERP, you are able
to have a full insight into how your business
documents are being processed. The e-Business
Cloud Reporting feature provides meaningful
graphs and reports. Exchanged documents can
trigger Workflows, for your employees to take
action (for example approving an incoming PO
or Invoice, completing missing / invalid data in
outgoing documents, etc.)

Solution Benefits

About Amalto
Amalto is the Order to Cash company that
provides innovative, fully-managed solutions
enabling B2B integration and electronic
document exchange services. We leverage
state-of-the art technologies to facilitate the
exchange of invoices and other important
business documents between B2B Trading
Partners in a quick, secure and cost-effective
manner. Regardless of the complexity of the

exchange process, the type of document, or
diverseness of back-office systems, Amalto
has the expertise to implement the right
solution. Our seasoned professionals possess
complementary expertise and a broad range
of experience in e-business. We apply this vast
knowledge by recommending perfectly adapted
and innovative solutions to transform your way
of doing business.
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